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Appendix A
RDF(S) detailed import results
A.1 KAON results
by YORK SURE AND MARKUS ZONDLER

A.1.1 Classes
Import of classes [I01-02]
KAON imports classes as concepts. It asks wether to insert comments in rdfs as labels or
as documentation.

A.1.2 Metaclasses
Import of metaclasses [I03-07]
KAON can model metaclasses by using spanning instances of classes and declare these
as types of other classes. KAON imports given benchmark files correctly.

A.1.3 Class hierarchies
Import of class hierarchies [I08-10]
KAON imports class hierarchies as concept hierarchies.
1
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Import of class hierarchies with cycles [I11-12]
KAON doesn’t allow to model cycles in class hierarchies and therefore present an error
message while import process.

A.1.4 Classes related through properties
Import of classes with properties [I13-18]
KAON can model classes related through user defined properties. But when KAON imports given benchmark files just classes are imported and the information about properties
gets lost.

A.1.5 Properties
Import of properties without domain and without range [I19-20]
KAON can model properties without domain or range and imports given benchmark files
correctly.

Import of property hierarchies [I21-25]
KAON supports hierarchies in relations and imports given benchmark files correctly.

Import of properties with undefined resources as domain or range [I26]
KAON cannot model properties with undefined resources as domain or range. So when
KAON imports given benchmark files nothing gets imported.

Import of properties with domain and without range [I27-31]
KAON can model properties with domain and without range and imports given benchmark files correctly.

Import of properties without domain and with range [I32-38]
KAON can model properties without domain and with range and imports given benchmark files correctly.
2
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Import of properties with multiple domains [I28,41,42,45,47]
KAON can model properties with multiple domains and imports given benchmark files
correctly.

Import of properties with multiple ranges [I33,40,42]
KAON can model properties with multiple ranges and imports given benchmark files
correctly.

A.1.6 Instances
Import of instances of undefined resources [I50]
KAON cannot model just instances without corresponding classes.

Import of instances of one or multiple classes [I51-53]
KAON can model instances of one or multiple classes and imports given benchmark files
correctly.

A.1.7 Instances and properties
Import of instances related through undefined properties [I54-56]
When KAON imports instances related through undefined object properties, it does not
import the properties between the instances.

Import of instances related through defined properties [I57-67]
KAON can model every benchmark in this section and also imports given benchmark files
correctly.

Import of instance properties whose range is rdfs:Literal [I64]
KAON interprets properties whose range is ”http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
Literal” as attributes.
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Import of instance properties whose range is the XML Schema datatype ”string”
[I66,67]
KAON creates new concept with id ”http:www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string”.

A.1.8 Syntax and abbreviation
Import of resources with different URI reference syntaxes [I68-71]
KAON imports correctly resources with the different URI reference syntaxes.

Import of resources with different empty node syntaxes [I72-73]
KAON imports correctly resources with the different empty node syntaxes.

Import of resources with different multiple property syntaxes [I74-75]
KAON imports correctly resources with the different multiple properties shortened but
throws an RDF exception while importing normal version of multiple properties.

Import of resources with different typed node syntaxes [I76-77]
KAON imports resources with the different typed node syntaxes correctly.

Import of resources with different string literal syntaxes [I78-79]
KAON imports correctly resources with the different string literal syntaxes.

Import of resources with different blank node syntaxes [I80-81]
KAON imports correctly resources with different blank node syntaxes.

Import of resources with xml:lang attributes [I82]
KAON does not import xml:lang attributes in properties.
4
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A.2 Protégé results
by RAÚL GARCÍA-CASTRO
This section includes a detailed analysis of the results of evaluating the RDF(S) import
capabilities of Protégé according to the different groups of benchmarks that have been
carried out.

A.2.1 Classes
Import of classes [I01-02]
Protégé imports classes correctly.

A.2.2 Metaclasses
Import of metaclasses [I03-07]
Protégé imports metaclasses correctly except in the following case.
When Protégé imports a class that is instance of multiple metaclasses, it imports the
class as instance of just one metaclass. This is not the expected result, as it should import
the class as instance of all the metaclasses.

A.2.3 Class hierarchies
Import of class hierarchies [I08-10]
Protégé imports class hierarchies correctly.
Import of class hierarchies with cycles [I11-12]
Protégé cannot model cycles in class hierarchies. When Protégé finds a cycle in a class
hierarchy it crashes, and does not import anything.

A.2.4 Classes related through properties
Import of classes with properties [I13-18]
Protégé does not allow to change its system classes when importing RDF(S) files. Therefore, when importing a class with a property, as it cannot create an own slot in the class’
metaclass, it imports the property but does not define its domain and range.
KWEB/2006/D1.2.2.1.1/v1.5
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A.2.5 Property hierarchies
Property hierarchies [I21-23]
Protégé imports property hierarchies as slot hierarchies.

Property hierarchies with cycles [I24-25]
Protégé cannot model cycles in property hierarchies. When Protégé finds a cycle in a
property hierarchy, it crashes, and does not import anything.

A.2.6 Properties
Import of properties without domain and without range [I19-20]
Protégé imports properties without domain and without range as slots without domain and
with a range of Any.

Import of properties with domain and without range [I27-31]
Protégé imports properties with domain and without range as slots with domain and with
a range of Any.

Import of properties without domain and with range [I32-38]
Protégé imports properties without domain and with range as slots without domain and
with range.

Import of properties with undefined resources as domain or range [I26]
When Protégé imports a property that has as domain (or range) a resource that is not
defined, it creates the undefined resource as a class and creates the property with a domain
(or range) of the class.

Import of properties with multiple domains [I28,41-42,45,47]
When Protégé imports a property that has multiple domains, it creates a slot with multiple
domains.
6
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This is not the expected result, as in Protégé multiple domains in slots are considered as the union of all the domains and in RDF(S) multiple domains in properties are
considered the intersection of all the domains.

Import of properties with multiple ranges [I33,40,42]
When Protégé imports a property that has multiple ranges, it creates a slot with the range
Any, as in Protégé multiple ranges in a property are considered as the union of all the
ranges and in RDF(S) multiple ranges are considered as the intersection of all the ranges.

Import of properties with rdfs:Class as domain [I30-31,35-36,48-49]
Protégé does not allow to change its system classes. Therefore, when importing a property
with domain rdfs:Class, it cannot create a template slot in :STANDARD CLASS (Protégé’s
equivalent for rdfs:Class) for the property; it imports the property but does not define its
domain.

Import of properties with rdfs:Class as range [I35-36,48]
When Protégé imports a property that has as range rdfs:Class, it imports rdfs:Class as the
system class :STANDARD CLASS (Protégé’s equivalent for rdfs:Class).

Import of properties with rdfs:Literal as range [I37-38,44-45,49,64-65]
When Protégé imports a property that has as range rdfs:Literal, it creates the property as
a slot with a range of Protégé’s datatype String.

Import of properties with XML Schema datatype as range [I46-47]
When Protégé imports an ontology containing a property with range a XML Schema
datatype, it creates the datatype as a class in the ontology with the xsd namespace.

Import of properties with a domain and a range [I39,43]
Protégé imports a property with a domain a class and a range another class, as a slot, even
if the domain and range classes are the same.
KWEB/2006/D1.2.2.1.1/v1.5
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A.2.7 Instances
Import of instances [I51,53]
Protégé imports instances correctly.

Import of instances of undefined resources [I50]
When Protégé imports an instance of a resource that is not defined, it does create the
undefined resource as a class.

Import of instances of multiple classes [I52]
When Protégé imports an instance of multiple classes, it imports the instance as instance
of just one class.
This is not the expected result, as it should import the instance as instance of all the
classes.

A.2.8 Instances and properties
Import of instances related through undefined properties [I54-55]
When Protégé finds a property in an instance (an instance-property-object triple), and this
property is not defined, it does not consider the property to belong to the domain class.
Therefore, it creates the slot without domain and with a range of Any, and the property in
the instance is lost. The range of the slot is Any even when the property relates an instance
to a literal.

Import of instances related through properties [I54-65]
When Protégé imports instances of classes related through defined properties, it creates
the instances and the properties correctly, even if the instances subject and object are
instances of the same class, an instance has the same property with several other instances
(either as subject or object), the instance is both the subject and object of the property, or
the instance has the same property with several values.
8
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Import of instances related through properties whose range is a XML Schema datatype
[I66-67]
Protégé imports properties whose range is a XML Schema datatype as slots with range
a class in the ontology with the xsd namespace. When Protégé finds a property in an
instance with a value (an instance-property-value triple), it does not consider the value to
be an instance of the datatype class. Therefore, the value of the property in the instance is
lost.

A.2.9 Syntax and abbreviation
Import of resources with different URI reference syntaxes [I68-71]
Protégé imports correctly resources with the different URI reference syntaxes.
Import of resources with different empty node syntaxes [I72-73]
Protégé imports correctly resources with the empty node shortened syntax.
When Protégé imports an ontology containing a class definition with empty nodes
unshortened it crashes, not importing anything, which is not the expected result.
Import of resources with different multiple property syntaxes [I74-75]
Protégé imports correctly resources with the different multiple property syntaxes.
Import of resources with different typed node syntaxes [I76-77]
Protégé imports correctly resources with the different typed node syntaxes.
Import of resources with different string literal syntaxes [I78-79]
Protégé imports correctly resources with the different string literal syntaxes.
Import of resources with different blank node syntaxes [I80-81]
Protégé imports correctly resources with blank nodes in the shortened syntax.
When Protégé imports an ontology containing blank nodes with identifiers, each time
the blank node appears it is imported in Protégé as a new node, which is not the expected
result.
KWEB/2006/D1.2.2.1.1/v1.5
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Import of resources with xml:lang attributes [I82]
Protégé does not import xml:lang attributes in properties.

A.3 WebODE results
by RAÚL GARCÍA-CASTRO
This section includes a detailed analysis of the results of evaluating the RDF(S) import
capabilities of WebODE according to the different groups of benchmarks that have been
carried out.

A.3.1 Classes
Import of classes [I01-02]
WebODE imports classes as concepts. If the class has a rdfs:label property, it inserts
”rdfs:label -> class name” in the description of the concept.

A.3.2 Metaclasses
Import of metaclasses [I03-07]
WebODE cannot model metaclasses. Therefore, it imports metaclasses as concepts but
does not import the fact that certain concepts are instances of others. If a metaclass is not
defined as a class in the exported file, the metaclass is not imported.

A.3.3 Class hierarchies
Import of class hierarchies [I08-10]
WebODE imports class hierarchies as concept hierarchies. If the object of a rdfs:subClassOf
property is not defined as a class in the file, the class is not imported and consequently
neither the rdfs:subClassOf property.
Import of class hierarchies with cycles [I11-12]
WebODE cannot model cycles in class hierarchies. When WebODE finds a cycle in a
class hierarchy, it does not import all the rdfs:subClassOf properties, in order to create a
taxonomy without cycles.
10
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A.3.4 Classes related through properties
Import of classes with properties [I13-18]
WebODE cannot model classes related through user defined properties. When WebODE
imports two classes related through a property whose domain and range are some metaclass of the classes, it does not import the property.

A.3.5 Properties
Import of properties without domain and without range [I19-20]
WebODE cannot model properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports a property without domain and without range, it creates
rdfs:Resource as an imported term and creates the property as a relation with origin and
destination rdfs:Resource.

Import of properties with domain and without range [I27-31]
WebODE cannot model properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports a property with domain and without range, it creates rdfs:Resource
as an imported term and creates the property as a relation with destination rdfs:Resource.

Import of properties without domain and with range [I32-38]
WebODE cannot model properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports a property without domain and with range, it creates rdfs:Resource
as an imported term. If the range is rdfs:Literal it creates the property as an instance attribute of rdfs:Resource and if not, it creates the property as a relation with rdfs:Resource
as origin.

Import of property hierarchies [I21-25]
WebODE does not support hierarchies in relations. Therefore, when it imports a property
hierarchy, it does not import the rdfs:subPropertyOf properties.
KWEB/2006/D1.2.2.1.1/v1.5
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Import of properties with undefined resources as domain or range [I26]
When WebODE imports a property that has as domain (or range) a resource that is not
defined, it creates the undefined resource as a concept and creates the property with a
domain (or range) of the concept.

Import of properties with multiple domains [I28,41-42,45,47]
When WebODE imports a property that has multiple domains, it creates an anonymous
concept as the origin of the relation and as subclass of one of the domain concepts.
This is not the expected result, as the anonymous concept should be created as subclass
of all the domain concepts.

Import of properties with multiple ranges [I33,40,42]
When WebODE imports a property that has multiple ranges, it creates an anonymous
concept as the destination of the relation and as subclass of one of the range concepts.
This is not the expected result, as the anonymous concept should be created as subclass
of all the range concepts.

Import of properties with rdfs:Class as domain or range [I30-31,35-36,48-49]
When WebODE imports a property that has as domain or range rdfs:Class, it imports
rdfs:Class as an imported term.

Import of properties with rdfs:Literal as range [I37-38,44-45,49,64-65]
When WebODE imports a property that has as range rdfs:Literal, it creates the property
as an instance attribute with a type of WebODE’s datatype String.

Import of properties with XML Schema datatype as range [I46-47]
When WebODE imports an ontology containing a property whose range is a XML Schema
datatype, it considers the property as a relation between the concept and the datatype, being the datatype imported as an imported term.
This is not the expected result, as the property should be created as an instance attribute with type the XML Schema datatype.
12
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Import of properties with a domain and a range [I39,43]
When WebODE imports a property whose domain is a class and whose range is another
class, it creates the property as a relation, even if the domain and range classes are the
same.

A.3.6 Instances
Import of instances [I51,53]
When WebODE imports an instance of a class, it creates an instance set for storing the
instance and creates the instance correctly. If the instance has a rdfs:label property, it
inserts ”rdfs:label -> instance name” in the description of the instance.
Import of instances of undefined resources [I50]
When WebODE imports an instance of a resource that is not defined, it does not import
the instance.
Import of instances of multiple classes [I52]
WebODE does not support instances of multiple classes.
When WebODE imports an instance of multiple classes, it imports the instance as
instance of just one concept.

A.3.7 Instances and properties
Import of instances related through undefined properties [I54-55]
When WebODE imports instances related through undefined object properties, it does not
import the properties between the instances.
Import of instances related through properties [I54-65]
When WebODE imports instances of classes related through defined properties, it creates
the instances and the properties correctly, even if the instances subject and object are
instances of the same class, an instance has the same property with several other instances
(either as subject or object), the instance is both the subject and object of the property, or
the instance has the same property with several values.
KWEB/2006/D1.2.2.1.1/v1.5
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Import of instances related through properties whose range is a XML Schema
datatype [I66-67]
When WebODE imports a property whose range is a XML Schema datatype and instances
with values in the property, it considers WebODE’s datatype String as the type of the
instance attribute.
This is not the expected result, as the type of the instance attribute should be the XML
Schema datatype.

A.3.8 Syntax and abbreviation
Import of resources with different URI reference syntaxes [I68-71]
WebODE imports correctly resources with the different URI reference syntaxes.

Import of resources with different empty node syntaxes [I72-73]
WebODE imports correctly resources with the different empty node syntaxes.

Import of resources with different multiple property syntaxes [I74-75]
WebODE imports correctly resources with the different multiple property syntaxes.

Import of resources with different typed node syntaxes [I76-77]
WebODE imports correctly resources with the different typed node syntaxes.

Import of resources with different string literal syntaxes [I78-79]
WebODE imports correctly resources with the different string literal syntaxes.

Import of resources with different blank node syntaxes [I80-81]
When WebODE imports an ontology containing blank nodes, it imports the blank node as
an anonym instance of the corresponding concept and assigns to this instance the properties of the blank node.
14
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Import of resources with xml:lang attributes [I82]
WebODE does not import xml:lang attributes in properties.
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Appendix B
RDF(S) detailed export results
B.1 KAON results
by YORK SURE AND MARKUS ZONDLER

B.1.1 Classes
Export of classes [E01-02]
KAON exports concepts as classes correctly.

B.1.2 Metaclasses
Export of metaclasses [E03-07]
KAON can model metaclasses by using spanning instances.

B.1.3 Class hierarchies
Export of class hierarchies [E08-12]
KAON can model concept hierarchies and exports them as class hierarchies.
Export of class hierarchies with cycles [E11-12]
KAON doesn’t allow to model concept hierarchies with cycles and, therefore, cannot
export them.
16
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B.1.4 Classes related through object or datatype properties
Export of classes with object properties [E13-16]
KAON cannot instantiate a property between classes if the definition of this property is
supposed to be defined with a domain and a range of some metaclass of the classes. Due
to some misunderstanding in the modelling process these benchmarks were marked as
successfully passed by mistake.

Export of classes with datatype properties [E17-18]
KAON cannot model classes which have datatype properties with literals.

B.1.5 Datatype properties
Export of datatype properties without range [E19-20,22-24]
KAON seems to insert a range to rdfs:Literal automatically in the export process if there
is no given range information for a property. If it imports these files again it ignores this
range. But other applications seem to have some problems with this behaviour as it’s not
the expected one.

Export of datatype properties without domain and without range [E19-20]
KAON can model attributes not related to a concept or without type and, therefore, can
export them. In the modeler it looks like kaon:Root is domain of such a property. But in
an exported RDF file there is no further information about the domain.

Export of datatype properties with domain and without range [E22-24]
KAON can model attributes without type and, therefore, can export them.

Export of datatype properties without domain and with range [E25-26]
KAON can model instance attributes not related to a concept and, therefore, cannot export
them.
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Export of datatype properties with undefined resources as domain [E21]
KAON cannot model attributes of an undefined resource and, therefore, cannot export
them. Due to some misunderstanding in the modelling process this benchmark was
marked as by mistake successfully passed.
Export of datatype properties with multiple domains [E23,28,30]
KAON can model instance attributes of several concepts and, therefore, can export them.
Export of datatype properties with a domain and a range [E27,29]
KAON exports instance attributes as properties correctly.
Export of datatype properties whose range is String or Integer [E25-30]
KAON can model and exports instance attributes with type String or Integer. But this
requires extra concepts to be modelled or imported from an external ontology with id
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#string or http://www.w3.
org/2000/01/rdf-schema#integer and used as range.
Export of datatype property with XML Schema datatype integer as range and multiple domains[E30]
The exported benchmark file contains just one domain by mistake as it’s possible to assign
multiple domains to a property.

B.1.6 Object properties
Export of object properties without domain and without range [E31-32]
KAON can model relations without origin or destination and, therefore, can export them.
Export of object properties with domain and without range [E34-36]
KAON can model relations without destination and, therefore, can export them.
Export of object properties without domain and with range [E37-39]
KAON can model relations without origin and, therefore, can export them.
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Export of object properties with undefined resources as domain or range [E33]
KAON cannot model relations with undefined resources as origin or destination and,
therefore, cannot export them. Due to some misunderstanding in the modelling process
these benchmarks were marked by mistake as successfully passed.
Export of object properties with multiple domains [E35,42-43]
KAON can model relations with multiple origins and, therefore, can export them.
Export of object properties with multiple ranges [E38,41,43]
KAON can model relations with multiple destinations and, therefore, can export them.
Export of object properties with a domain and a range [E40,44]
KAON models and exports relations as properties.

B.1.7 Instances
Export of instances of undefined resources [E45]
KAON cannot model instances of undefined resources and, therefore, cannot export them.
Export of instances [E46-48]
KAON models concepts and instances successfully and exports them correctly.
Export of instances related through undefined object properties [E49-50]
KAON cannot model instances related through undefined relations and, therefore, cannot
export them.
Export of instances related through object properties [E51-57]
KAON exports instances related through relations as instances related by properties, even
if the instances origin and destination are instance of the same class, an instance has the
same relation with several other instances (either as origin or destination), or the instance
is both the original and destination of the relation.
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B.1.8 Instances and datatype properties
Export of instances related through undefined datatype properties [E58]
KAON cannot model instances with undefined instance attributes and, therefore, cannot
export them.
Export of instances with datatype properties [E59-60]
KAON can model and export class, instance and property.
Export of instances with datatype properties [E61-62]
KAON cannot create these properties for an instance and therefore cannot export them.

B.1.9 URI character restrictions
Export of concepts and properties whose names start with a character that is not a
letter or ’ ’ [E63]
KAON exports concepts and properties whose names start with a character that is not a
letter or ’ ’.
Export of concepts and properties with spaces in their names [E64]
KAON encodes spaces as ” ” when exporting concepts and properties with spaces in their
names. It also adds extra label element to element definitions.
Export of concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their names (’;’,
’/’, ’?’, ’:’, ’@’, ’&’, ’=’, ’+’, ’$’, ’,’) [E65]
KAON exports concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their names. It
also adds extra label element to element definitions.
Export of concepts and properties with XML delimiter characters in their names
(’¡’, ’¿’, ’#’, ’%’, ’”’) [E66]
KAON exports concepts and properties with the character ’”’ in their names. It also adds
extra label element to element definitions.
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B.2 Protégé results
by RAÚL GARCÍA-CASTRO
This section includes a detailed analysis of the results of evaluating the RDF(S) export
capabilities of Protégé according to the different groups of benchmarks that have been
carried out.

B.2.1 Classes
Export of classes [E01-02]
Protégé exports classes as subclass of rdfs:Resource, it also inserts a rdfs:label property
into the class with the name of the class.

B.2.2 Metaclasses
Export of metaclasses [E03-07]
Protégé exports metaclasses as classes that are subclass of rdfs:Class.
If a class is instance of several metaclasses, it exports the class as instance of just one
of the metaclasses. This is not the expected result, as the class should be exported as
instance of all the metaclasses.

B.2.3 Class hierarchies
Export of class hierarchies [E08-12]
Protégé exports class hierarchies correctly.
Export of class hierarchies with cycles [E11-12]
Protégé cannot model class hierarchies with cycles and, therefore, cannot export them.

B.2.4 Classes related through object or datatype properties
Export of classes with object properties [E13-16]
Protégé cannot model classes related through undefined template slots and, therefore,
cannot export them. The template slot is supposed to be defined with a domain and a
range of some metaclass of the classes.
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Export of classes with datatype properties [E17-18]
Protégé cannot model classes related through undefined template slots and, therefore,
cannot export them. The template slot is supposed to be defined with a domain and a
range of some metaclass of the classes.

B.2.5 Datatype properties
Export of datatype properties without domain and without range [E19-20]
Protégé exports template slots without domain and without range as properties without
domain and without range.

Export of datatype properties with domain and without range [E22-24]
Protégé exports template slots without range as properties without range.

Export of datatype properties without domain and with range [E25-26]
Protégé exports template slots without domain as properties without domain.

Export of datatype properties with undefined resources as domain [E21]
Protégé cannot model template slots of an undefined resource and, therefore, cannot export them.

Export of datatype properties with multiple domains [E23,28,30]
Protégé exports a template slot with multiple domains as a property with multiple domains.
This is not the expected result, as in Protégé multiple domains in template slots are
considered as the union of all the domains and in RDF(S) multiple domains in properties
are considered the intersection of all the domains.

Export of datatype properties with a domain and a range [E27,29]
Protégé exports template slots as properties, it also inserts a rdfs:label property into the
property with the name of the template slot.
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Export of datatype properties whose range is String [E25-28]
Protégé exports template slots whose range is String as properties with range rdfs:Literal.

Export of datatype properties with XML Schema datatype as range [E29-30]
Protégé cannot model datatype properties with XML Schema datatype as range and, therefore, cannot export them.

B.2.6 Object properties
Export of object properties without domain and without range [E31-32]
Protégé exports template slots without domain and with a range of Instance with no allowed classes as properties without domain and with range rdfs:Resource.

Export of object properties with domain and without range [E34-36]
Protégé exports template slots with a range of Instance and with no allowed classes as
properties with range rdfs:Resource.

Export of object properties without domain and with range [E37-39]
Protégé exports template slots without domain as properties without domain.

Export of object properties with undefined resources as domain or range [E33]
Protégé cannot model template slots with undefined resources as domain or range and,
therefore, cannot export them.

Export of object properties with multiple domains [E35,42-43]
Protégé exports a template slot with multiple domains as a property with multiple domains.
This is not the expected result, as in Protégé multiple domains in template slots are
considered as the union of all the domains and in RDF(S) multiple domains in properties
are considered the intersection of all the domains.
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Export of object properties with multiple ranges [E38,41,43]
Protégé exports a template slot with multiple ranges as a property with a range of rdfs:Resource.
Export of object properties with a domain and a range [E40,44]
Protégé exports template slots as properties, it also inserts a rdfs:label property into the
property with the name of the template slot.

B.2.7 Instances
Export of instances [E46,48]
Protégé exports instances correctly, it also inserts a rdfs:label property into the instance
with the name of the instance.
Export of instances of undefined resources [E45]
Protégé cannot model instances of undefined resources and, therefore, cannot export them.
Export of instances of multiple classes [E47]
Protégé exports an instance of multiple classes as an instance of just one of the classes.
This is not the expected result, as the instance should be exported as instance of all
the classes.

B.2.8 Instances and object properties
Export of instances related through object properties [E51-57]
Protégé exports instances related through template slots as instances related through properties, even if the instances domain and range are instances of the same class, an instance
has the same template slot with several other instances (either as domain or range), or the
instance is both the domain and range of the template slot.
Export of instances related through undefined object properties [E49-50]
Protégé cannot model instances related through undefined template slots and, therefore,
cannot export them.
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B.2.9 Instances and datatype properties
Export of instances with datatype properties [E59-60]
Protégé exports instances with template slots as instances with properties, even if an instance has several values in the template slot.

Export of instances with datatype properties with XML Schema datatype as range
[E61-62]
Protégé cannot model template slots with XML Schema datatype as range and, therefore,
cannot export them.

Export of instances related through undefined datatype properties [E58]
Protégé cannot model instances with undefined template slots and, therefore, cannot export them.

B.2.10 URI character restrictions
Export of classes and properties whose names start with a character that is not a
letter or ’ ’ [E63]
Protégé exports classes and template slots whose names start with a character that is not
a letter or ” ” by inserting ” ” as the first character of the name.

Export of classes and properties with spaces in their names [E64]
Protégé encodes spaces as ” ” when exporting classes and template slots with spaces in
their names.

Export of classes and properties with URI reserved characters in their names (’;’,
’/’, ’?’, ’:’, ’@’, ’&’, ’=’, ’+’, ’$’, ’,’) [E65]
Protégé encodes ”/”, ”=”, and ”$” as ” ” when exporting classes and template slots with
these characters in their names.
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Export of classes and properties with XML delimiter characters in their names (’<’,
’>’, ’#’, ’%’, ’”’ ) [E66]
Protégé encodes XML delimiter characters as ” ” when exporting classes and template
slots with these characters in their names.

B.3 WebODE results
by RAÚL GARCÍA-CASTRO
This section includes a detailed analysis of the results of evaluating the RDF(S) export
capabilities of WebODE according to the different groups of benchmarks that have been
carried out.

B.3.1 Classes
Export of classes [E01-02]
WebODE exports concepts as classes, it also inserts a rdfs:label property into the class
with the name of the concept.

B.3.2 Metaclasses
Export of metaclasses [E03-07]
WebODE cannot model metaclasses and, therefore, cannot export them.

B.3.3 Class hierarchies
Export of class hierarchies [E08-12]
WebODE exports concept hierarchies as class hierarchies.

Export of class hierarchies with cycles [E11-12]
WebODE cannot model concept hierarchies with cycles and, therefore, cannot export
them.
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B.3.4 Classes related through object or datatype properties
Export of classes with object properties [E13-16]
WebODE cannot model concepts related through relations and, therefore, cannot export
them. The relation is supposed to be defined with an origin and a destination of some
metaconcept of the concepts.
Export of classes with datatype properties [E17-18]
WebODE cannot model a concept related through instance attributes and, therefore, cannot export them. The instance attributes are supposed to be defined in a metaconcept of
the concept.

B.3.5 Datatype properties
Export of datatype properties without domain and without range [E19-20]
WebODE cannot model instance attributes not related to a concept or without type and,
therefore, cannot export them.
Export of datatype properties with domain and without range [E22-24]
WebODE cannot model instance attributes without type and, therefore, cannot export
them.
Export of datatype properties without domain and with range [E25-26]
WebODE cannot model instance attributes not related to a concept and, therefore, cannot
export them.
Export of datatype properties with undefined resources as domain [E21]
WebODE cannot model instance attributes of an undefined resource and, therefore, cannot
export them.
Export of datatype properties with multiple domains [E23,28,30]
WebODE cannot model instance attributes of several concepts and, therefore, cannot export them.
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Export of datatype properties with a domain and a range [E27,29]
WebODE exports instance attributes as properties, it also inserts a rdfs:label property into
the property with the name of the instance attribute.
WebODE exports all its own datatypes as rdfs:Literal.
Export of datatype properties whose range is String [E25-28]
WebODE exports instance attributes with type String as properties with range rdfs:Literal.
Export of datatype properties with XML Schema datatype as range [E29-30]
WebODE exports instance attributes with type an XML Schema datatype as properties
with range the XML Schema datatype.

B.3.6 Object properties
Export of object properties without domain and without range [E31-32]
WebODE cannot model relations without origin or destination and, therefore, cannot export them.
Export of object properties with domain and without range [E34-36]
WebODE cannot model relations without destination and, therefore, cannot export them.
Export of object properties without domain and with range [E37-39]
WebODE cannot model relations without origin and, therefore, cannot export them.
Export of object properties with undefined resources as domain or range [E33]
WebODE cannot model relations with undefined resources as origin or destination and,
therefore, cannot export them.
Export of object properties with multiple domains [E35,42-43]
WebODE cannot model relations with multiple origins and, therefore, cannot export them.
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Export of object properties with multiple ranges [E38,41,43]
WebODE cannot model relations with multiple destinations and, therefore, cannot export
them.

Export of object properties with a domain and a range [E40,44]
WebODE exports relations as properties, it also inserts a rdfs:label property into the property with the name of the relation.

B.3.7 Instances
Export of instance sets [E46,48]
WebODE does not export instance sets in ontologies.

Export of instances [E46,48]
WebODE exports instances correctly, it also inserts a rdfs:label property into the instance
with the name of the instance.

Export of instances of undefined resources [E45]
WebODE cannot model instances of undefined resources and, therefore, cannot export
them.

Export of instances of multiple classes [E47]
WebODE cannot model instances of multiple classes and, therefore, cannot export them.

B.3.8 Instances and object properties
Export of instances related through object properties [E51-57]
WebODE exports instances related through relations as instances related through properties, even if the instances origin and destination are instances of the same concept, an
instance has the same relation with several other instances (either as origin or destination),
or the instance is both the origin and destination of the relation.
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Export of instances related through undefined object properties [E49-50]
WebODE cannot model instances related through undefined relations and, therefore, cannot export them.

B.3.9 Instances and datatype properties
Export of instances with datatype properties [E59-62]
WebODE exports instances with instance attributes as instances with properties, even if
an instance has several values in the instance attribute, or the instance attribute has an
XML Schema datatype as type.

Export of instances related through undefined datatype properties [E58]
WebODE cannot model instances with undefined instance attributes and, therefore, cannot
export them.

B.3.10 URI character restrictions
Export of classes and properties whose names start with a character that is not a
letter or ’ ’ [E63]
WebODE exports concepts and properties whose names start with a character that is not
a letter or ’ ’. The resulting file is validated by the W3C RDF Validator, but the RDF
produced is not standard.

Export of classes and properties with spaces in their names [E64]
WebODE encodes spaces as ” ” when exporting concepts and properties with spaces in
their names.

Export of classes and properties with URI reserved characters in their names (’;’,
’/’, ’?’, ’:’, ’@’, ’&’, ’=’, ’+’, ’$’, ’,’) [E65]
WebODE exports concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their names.
The resulting file is validated by the W3C RDF Validator, but the RDF produced is not
standard.
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Export of classes and properties with XML delimiter characters in their names (’<’,
’>’, ’#’, ’%’, ’”’ ) [E66]
WebODE cannot model concepts or properties with the character ’ ” ’ in their names and,
therefore, cannot export them.
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Appendix C
RDF(S) detailed interoperability results
This chapter includes a detailed analysis of the results of the interoperability experiments
for each tool.
The analysis performed for each tool includes the interoperability results when the
tool is the destination of the interchange and the other tools are the origin of the interchange. Therefore, for consulting the interoperability results between an origin tool and
a destination one, the section to take into account is that of the tool that is the destination
of the interchange.
The sections devoted to each tool include comments about the tool results classified
according to the benchmark groups present in the RDF(S) Interoperability Benchmark
Suite. These comments are of two types. general comments that affect all the tools and
tool-specific comments that override the general comments for the mentioned tools.
The benchmarks related to a certain comment are identified according to the structure
<Tool>:<Type><Range>, where:
• <Tool> is optional and is the name of the tool that the comment refers to.
• <Type> is ”E”, ”I” or ”In” indicating that the benchmarks are from the export,
import or interoperability benchmark suites respectively.
• <Range> is composed of benchmark numbers or benchmarks ranges (num1 -num2)
separated by commas.
For example, ”Protégé:E01,E08” and ”In:17-19” are benchmark identifications.
In the analysis of the results, the terms send and receive are used to define the actions
involved in the interchange of an ontology. Therefore, when reading ”Tool X receives
classes from Tool Y”, the intended meaning is ”Tool X imports classes from RDF(S) that
have been exported before by Tool Y”.
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Part (or all) of the benchmark executions have been performed manually. Therefore
the results may contain inconsistencies or errors, either when executing the benchmark or
when modelling the described ontologies. Nevertheless, having all the results available
can help to detect this kind of errors and inconsistencies. In the cases where some inconsistency has been detected, a sentence such as ”Is this a mistake when modelling the
benchmark?” or similar is included.
When a tool has not provided results for a certain benchmark, a sentence such as
”There are no results for Tool X.” or similar is included.
When an origin tool is not able of modelling the ontology described in a benchmark
and, therefore, to interchange that ontology with another destination tool, a sentence such
as ”Tool X cannot receive some component from Tool Y as the latter cannot model them.”
or similar is included in the destination tool results.
Sometimes, the symbol ♠ is placed next to an origin tool name, meaning that in some
or all the cases the interchange between that origin tool and the destination one does not
produce its expected result.

C.1 KAON results
by YORK SURE AND MARKUS ZONDLER

C.1.1 Classes
Interchange of classes [In01-02]
KAON receives correctly classes from the other tools.
Corese. Classes are created correctly.
KAON. Classes are created correctly.
Protege. Classes are created correctly. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term and
the classes are created as subclass of rdfs:Resource, as Protégé exports classes as
subclass of rdfs:Resource.
WebODE. Classes are created correctly.

C.1.2 Metaclasses
Interchange of metaclasses [In03-07]
KAON can model metaclasses by using spanning instances of classes and declare these
as types of other classes.
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Corese. Classes are created correctly. Additionally a class rdfs:Class is created which
also occurs in exported RDF file of Corese.
KAON. Classes are created correctly.
Protege. In [In03,05] classes are created correctly and a rdfs:Class is created as an imported term Classes in [In04,06,07] are not created correctly

C.1.3 Class hierarchies
Interchange of class hierarchies [In08-10]
KAON receives correctly class hierarchies from other tools.
Corese. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
KAON. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
Protege. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
WebODE. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
Interchange of class hierarchies with cycles [In11-12]
KAON cannot model cycles in class hierarchies.
Corese. KOAN executes the import and also shows a graph which looks like it’s correct.
But clicking on a concept doesn’t reveal any information about it.
KAON. KAON cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from KAON as the latter cannot
model them.
Protege. KAON cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from WebODE as the latter
cannot model them.

C.1.4 Classes related through object or datatype properties
Interchange of classes with object properties [In13-16]
KAON cannot instantiate a property between classes if the definition of this property is
supposed to be defined with a domain and a range of some metaclass of the classes. Due
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to some misunderstanding in the modelling process these benchmarks were marked as
successfully passed by mistake.
Corese. The object properties are not created.
KAON. KAON cannot receive classes related through object properties from KAON as
the latter cannot model them.
Protege. KAON cannot receive classes related through object properties from Protégé as
the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive classes related through object properties from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of classes with datatype properties [In17-18]
KAON cannot model classes which have datatype properties with literals.
Corese. The datatype properties are not created.
KAON. KAON cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from KAON
as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. KAON cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from Protégé
as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.

C.1.5 Datatype properties
Interchange of datatype properties without domain and without range [In19-20]
KAON can model datatype properties without domain and without range. In the modeler
it looks like kaon:Root is domain of such a property. But in an exported RDF file there is
no further information about the domain.
Corese. Datatype properties are created with a new concept as range representing the
datatype.
KAON. Datatype properties are created correctly.
Protege. Datatype properties are created correctly.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive datatype properties without domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of datatype properties with undefined resources as domain [In21]
KAON cannot model attributes of an undefined resource and, therefore, cannot export
them. Due to some misunderstanding in the modelling process this benchmark was
marked as by mistake successfully passed.
Corese. Datatype properties are created with a new concept as range representing the
datatype.
KAON. KAON cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain
from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. KAON cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain
from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties with domain and without range [In22-24]
KAON can model datatype properties with domain and without range.
Corese. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly. Extra concepts are created
additionally as parent classes of domain class.
KAON. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly.
Protege. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive datatype properties with domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties without domain and with range [In25-26]
KAON can model datatype properties without domain and with range.
Corese. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly. Extra concepts are created
additionally as parent classes of domain class.
KAON. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly.
Protege. KAON cannot import datatype properties and classes correctly. Information
about range gets lost.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive datatype properties without domain and with range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of datatype properties with multiple domains [In23,28,30]
KAON can model datatype properties with multiple domains.
Corese. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly.
KAON. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly.
Protege. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly in [In23,28]. For [In30]
KAON cannot receive datatype properties with multiple domains from Protégé as
the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive datatype properties with multiple domains from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties whose range is String [In25-28]
Corese. KAON creates properties and classes correctly. It adds extra concept for datatype
”String” which is subconcept of another extra concept ”Datatype”.
KAON. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly.
Protege. KAON cannot import datatype properties and classes correctly. Information
about range gets lost.
WebODE. For [In25,26,28] KAON cannot receive datatype properties fromWebODE as
the latter cannot model them. Benchmark [In27] fails because information about
range gets lost.
Interchange of datatype properties with XML Schema datatype as range [In29-30]
KAON imports correctly a datatype property that has an XML Schema datatype as range.
Corese. KAON creates properties and classes correctly. It adds extra concept for datatype
”String” which is subconcept of another extra concept ”Datatype”.
KAON. Datatype properties and classes are created correctly.
Protege. KAON cannot receive datatype properties with XML Schema datatype as range
from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. For [In29] the datatype property with XML Schema datatype as range is created correctly. For [In30] KAON cannot receive datatype properties with XML
Schema datatype as range from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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C.1.6 Object properties
Interchange of object properties without domain and without range [In31-32]
KAON can model object properties without domain or range.
Corese. The object properties are created with a range of a class. Is this a mistake when
modelling the benchmark?
KAON. The object properties are created correctly.
Protege. The object properties are created correctly.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive object properties without domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with undefined resources as domain or range [In33]
KAON cannot model relations with undefined resources as origin or destination and,
therefore, cannot export them. Due to some misunderstanding in the modelling process
the export benchmarks were marked by mistake as successfully passed.
Corese. KAON imports nothing from RDF file.
KAON. KAON cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain or
range from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. KAON cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain or
range from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain
or range from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with domain and without range [In34-36]
KAON can model object properties with domain and without range.
Corese. The object properties are created correctly.
KAON. The object properties are created correctly.
Protege. The object properties are created correctly.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive object properties with domain and without range from
WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of object properties without domain and with range [In37-39]
KAON can model object properties without domain and with range.
Corese. The object properties are created correctly.
KAON. The object properties are created correctly.
Protege. The object properties are created correctly.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive object properties without domain and with range from
WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with multiple domains [In35,42-43]
Corese. The object properties are created correctly.
KAON. The object properties are created correctly.
Protege. The object properties are created correctly.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive object properties with multiple domains fromWebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with multiple ranges [In38,41,43]
Corese. The object properties are created correctly.
KAON. The object properties are created correctly.
Protege. The object properties are created correctly.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive object properties withmultiple domains fromWebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with a domain and a range [In40,44]
Corese. The object property is created correctly.
KAON. The object property is created correctly.
Protege. The object property is created correctly.
WebODE. The object property is created correctly.
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C.1.7 Instances
Interchange of instances of undefined resources [In45]
When KAON imports an instance of a resource that is not defined, it does not import the
instance.
Corese. The instance and the undefined resource are not created.
KAON. KAON cannot receive instances of undefined resources from KAON as the latter
cannot model them.
Protege. KAON cannot receive instances of undefined resources from Protégé as the
latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive instances of undefined resources from WebODE as the
latter cannot model them.
Interchange of instances [In46,48]
When KAON imports an instance of a class, it creates the instance correctly.
Corese. The instance is created correctly.
KAON. The instance is created correctly.
Protege. The instance is created correctly.
WebODE. The instance is created correctly.
Interchange of instances of multiple classes [In47]
KAON does support instances of multiple classes.
Corese. The instances are imported correctly.
KAON. The instances are imported correctly.
Protege. The instances are imported correctly.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive instances of multiple classes from WebODE as the
latter cannot model them.
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C.1.8 Instances and object properties
Interchange of instances related through undefined object properties [In49-50]
When KAON imports instances related through undefined object properties, it does not
import object properties between these instances.
Corese. The object properties are not created.
KAON. KAON cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties from
KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. KAON cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties
from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of instances related through object properties [In51-57]
Corese. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
KAON. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
Protege. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
WebODE. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.

C.1.9 Instances and datatype properties
Interchange of instances related through undefined datatype properties [In58]
When KAON imports instances related through undefined datatype properties, it does not
import the datatype properties between the instances.
Corese. The datatype properties are not created. The instance is not created as the class
is undefined in the exported file.
KAON. KAON cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties
from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. KAON cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties
from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of instances related through datatype properties [In59-62]
Corese. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly for [In59-61].
KAON cannot receive instances related through datatype properties with a XML
Schema datatype as range from Corese as the latter cannot model them.
KAON. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly for [In59-60],
even if an instance has the same property with several values. For [In61-62] KAON
cannot receive instances related through datatype properties with a XML Schema
datatype as range from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. For [In59-60] information about range of properties is not imported. For [In6162] KAON cannot receive instances related through datatype properties with a XML
Schema datatype as range from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly, even if an
instance has the same property with several values or the datatype has an XML
Schema datatype as range.

C.1.10 URI character restrictions
Interchange of concepts and properties whose names start with a character that is
not a letter or ’ ’ [In63]
KAON receives correctly concepts and properties whose names start with a character that
is not a letter or ’ ’.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Protege. Information about range of property is not imported.
WebODE. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Interchange of concepts and properties with spaces in their names [In64]
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Protege. Information about range of property is not imported.
WebODE. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
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Interchange of concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their names
(’;’, ’/’, ’?’, ’:’, ’@’, ’&’, ’=’, ’+’, ’$’, ’,’) [In65]
When KAON receives concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their
names, the names of the concepts and properties are created correctly.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Protege. Information about range of property is not imported.
WebODE. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Interchange of concepts and properties with XML delimiter characters in their names
(’<’, ’>’, ’#’, ’%’, ’”’) [In66]
When KAON receives concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their
names, the names of the concepts and properties are changed.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Protege. Information about range of property is not imported.
WebODE. KAON cannot receive concepts and properties with XML delimiter characters
in their names from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

C.2 Protégé results
by RAÚL GARCÍA-CASTRO
This section includes a detailed analysis of the results of evaluating the RDF(S) interoperability capabilities of Protégé according to the different groups of benchmarks that
have been carried out.

C.2.1 Classes
Interchange of classes [In01-02]
Protégé receives correctly classes from the other tools.
Corese. Classes are created correctly.
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KAON. Classes are created correctly.
Protege. Classes are created correctly.
WebODE. Classes are created correctly.

C.2.2 Metaclasses
Interchange of metaclasses [In03-07]
Protégé does not import instances of multiple resources, it only imports one of the rdf:type
properties.
When Protégé receives from other tools classes that are instance of metaclasses, it
imports the classes as instance of the metaclasses except when they are defined in the file
as instance of other class (such as rdfs:Class)([Corese:In03-07],[KAON:In03-07]).
Corese. ♠ The metaclasses are created as classes and the rdf:type properties between the
classes are lost because classes are defined in the file as instance of the metaclass
and of rdfs:Class.
KAON. ♠ The metaclasses are created as classes and the rdf:type properties between the
classes are lost because classes are defined in the file as instance of the metaclass
and of rdfs:Class.
Protege. ♠ The metaclasses and the classes are created correctly except when a class is
instance of multiple metaclasses ([Protégé:In04]).
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive metaclasses from WebODE as the latter cannot model
them.

C.2.3 Class hierarchies
Interchange of class hierarchies [In08-10]
Protégé receives correctly class hierarchies from other tools. If the resource object of
rdfs:subClassOf property is not defined as a class in the file ([Corese:In09-10]), the resource object is created as a class.
Corese. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
KAON. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
Protege. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
WebODE. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
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Interchange of class hierarchies with cycles [In11-12]
Protégé cannot model cycles in class hierarchies. When Protégé finds a cycle in a class
hierarchy it crashes, and does not import anything.
Corese. ♠Protégé crashes when receiving class hierarchies with cycles from Corese, and
does not import anything.
KAON. Protégé cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. Protégé cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from Protégé as the latter
cannot model them.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from WebODE as the latter
cannot model them.

C.2.4 Classes related through object or datatype properties
Interchange of lasses with object properties [In13-16]
Protégé cannot model classes related through user defined object properties. When Protégé
imports two classes related through an object property whose domain and range are some
metaclass of the classes, it does not import either the property between the classes or the
domain and the range of the property.
Corese. Neither the object properties between the classes nor the domain and the range
of the property are created.
KAON. Protégé cannot receive classes related through object properties from KAON as
the latter cannot model them.
Protege. Protégé cannot receive classes related through object properties from Protégé
as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive classes related through object properties from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of classes with datatype properties [In17-18]
Protégé cannot model classes related through user defined datatype properties. When
Protégé imports a class with a datatype property whose domain is some metaclass of the
class, it does not import either the property between the class and the literal or the domain
of the property.
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Corese. ♠ When importing from Corese, Protégé crashes not importing anything as the
files have a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. Protégé cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from KAON
as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. Protégé cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from Protégé
as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.

C.2.5 Datatype properties
Interchange of datatype properties without domain and without range [In19-20]
Protégé imports correctly datatype properties without domain and without range.
Corese. ♠Protégé crashes and does not import anything as Corese includes the definition
of xsd:integer as a rdfs:Datatype in the file.
KAON. ♠ The datatype property is created with a range of String. Is this a mistake when
modelling the benchmark?
Protege. Datatype properties without domain and without range are created correctly.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive datatype properties without domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties with domain and without range [In22-24]
Protégé imports correctly datatype properties with domain and without range.
Corese. Datatype properties with domain and without range are created correctly.
KAON. ♠ The datatype property is created with a range of String. Is this a mistake when
modelling the benchmark?
Protege. Datatype properties with domain and without range are created correctly.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive datatype properties with domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of datatype properties without domain and with range [In25-26]
Protégé imports correctly datatype properties without domain and with range.
Corese. ♠Protégé crashes and does not import anything as Corese includes the definition
of xsd:integer as a rdfs:Datatype in the file.
KAON. Datatype properties without domain and with range are created correctly.
Protege. Datatype properties without domain and with range are created correctly.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive datatype properties without domain and with range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties with undefined resources as domain [In21]
When Protégé imports a datatype property that has as domain a resource that is not defined, it creates the undefined resource as a class.
Corese. ♠Protégé crashes and does not import anything as Corese includes the definition
of xsd:integer as a rdfs:Datatype in the file.
KAON. Protégé cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain
from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. Protégé cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain
from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties with multiple domains [In23,28,30]
When Protégé imports a datatype property that has multiple domains, it creates a slot
with multiple domains. This is not the expected result, as in Protégé multiple domains in
slots are considered as the union of all the domains and in RDF(S) multiple domains in
properties are considered the intersection of all the domains.
Corese. ♠ Multiple domains in a property are created as multiple domains in slots.
KAON. ♠ Multiple domains in a property are created as multiple domains in slots.
Protege. ♠ Multiple domains in a property are created as multiple domains in slots.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive datatype properties with multiple domains from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of datatype properties whose range is String [In25-28]
When Protégé imports a datatype property whose range is String, it creates the datatype
property with a range of Protégé’s datatype String.
Corese. ♠ Corese includes the definition of xsd:integer as a rdfs:Datatype in the file.
When Protégé finds this datatype definition it crashes, and does not import anything.
KAON. xsd:string is created as a class. The range of the property is created as xsd:string.
Protege. The datatype property is created correctly.
WebODE. The datatype property is created correctly.
Interchange of datatype properties whose range is a XML Schema datatype [In2930]
When Protégé imports a datatype property whose range is a XML Schema datatype, it
creates the datatype as a class in the ontology with the xsd namespace.
Corese. ♠ Corese includes the definition of xsd:integer as a rdfs:Datatype in the file.
When Protégé finds this datatype definition it crashes, and does not import anything.
KAON. ♠ xsd:string and xsd:integer are created as a class. The range of the property is
the XML Schema datatype class.
The KAON exported ontology in ([KAON:In30]) models a datatype property with
only one domain instead of a datatype property with multiple domains. Is this a
mistake when modelling the benchmark?
Protege. Protégé cannot receive datatype properties with XML Schema datatypes from
Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. The XML Schema datatype is created as a class. The range of the property is
the XML Schema datatype class.

C.2.6 Object properties
Interchange of object properties without domain and without range [In31-32]
When Protégé imports an object property without domain and without range, it creates
the object property with a range of Any.
Corese. ♠ The object property is created with a range of a class. Is this a mistake when
modelling the benchmark?
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KAON. The object property is created with a range of Any.
Protege. The object property is created with a range of Instance.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive object properties without domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

Interchange of object properties with domain and without range [In34-36]
Protégé imports properties with domain and without range as slots with domain and whose
range is Any.
Corese. ♠ The object property is created with a range of Any.
When importing from Corese in ([Corese:In35]), Protégé crashes not importing
anything as the file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
When importing from Corese in ([Corese:In36]), Protégé creates the object properties with a class as range. Is this a mistake when modelling the benchmark?
KAON. The object property is created with a range of Any.
Protege. The object property is created with a range of Instance.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive object properties with domain and without range from
WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

Interchange of object properties without domain and with range [In37-39]
Protégé imports properties without domain and with range correctly.
Corese. ♠ The object property is created correctly.
When importing from Corese in ([Corese:In38]), Protégé crashes not importing
anything as the file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. The object property is created correctly.
Protege. The object property is created correctly.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive object properties without domain and with range from
WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of object properties with undefined resources as domain or range [In33]
When Protégé imports an object property that has as domain (or range) a resource that
is not defined, it creates the undefined resource as a class and creates the property with a
domain (or range) of the class.
Corese. The undefined resource is created as a class.
The object property is created with domain (or range) the class.
KAON. Protégé cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain or
range from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. Protégé cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain or
range from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain
or range from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with multiple domains [In35,42-43]
When Protégé imports a property that has multiple domains, it creates a slot with multiple
domains. This is not the expected result, as in Protégé multiple domains in slots are
considered as the union of all the domains and in RDF(S) multiple domains in properties
are considered the intersection of all the domains.
Corese. ♠ When importing from Corese, Protégé crashes not importing anything as the
file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. ♠Protégé creates a slot with multiple domains. This is not the expected result, as
in Protégé multiple domains in slots are considered as the union of all the domains
and in RDF(S) multiple domains in properties are considered the intersection of all
the domains.
Protege. Protégé creates a slot with multiple domains.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive object properties with multiple domains from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with multiple ranges [In38,41,43]
When Protégé imports a property that has multiple ranges, it creates a slot with the range
Any, as in Protégé multiple ranges in a property are considered as the union of all the
ranges and in RDF(S) multiple ranges are considered as the intersection of all the ranges.
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Corese. ♠ When importing from Corese, Protégé crashes not importing anything as the
file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. Protégé creates a slot with the range Any.
Protege. Protégé creates a slot with the range Instance.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive object properties with multiple ranges from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with a domain and a range [In40,44]
When Protégé imports an object property whose domain is a class and whose range is
another class, it creates the object property correctly, even if the domain and range classes
are the same.
Corese. ♠ The object property is created correctly.
When importing from Corese in ([Corese:In44]), Protégé crashes not importing
anything as the file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. The object property is created correctly.
Protege. The object property is created correctly.
WebODE. The object property is created correctly.

C.2.7 Instances
Interchange of instances [In46,48]
When Protégé imports an instance of a class, it creates the instance correctly.
Corese. ♠ The instance is created correctly.
When importing from Corese in ([Corese:In48]), Protégé crashes not importing
anything as the file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. The instance is created correctly.
Protege. The instance is created correctly.
WebODE. The instance is created correctly.
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Interchange of instances of undefined resources [In45]
When Protégé imports an instance of a resource that is not defined, it creates the undefined
resource as a class.
Corese. The undefined resource is created as a class.
KAON. Protégé cannot receive instances of undefined resources from KAON as the latter
cannot model them.
Protege. Protégé cannot receive instances of undefined resources from Protégé as the
latter cannot model them.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive instances of undefined resources from WebODE as the
latter cannot model them.
Interchange of instances of multiple classes [In47]
When Protégé imports an instance of multiple classes, it imports the instance as instance
of just one class. This is not the expected result, as it should import the instance as
instance of all the classes.
Corese. ♠ The instance is imported as instance of just one class.
KAON. ♠ The instance is imported as instance of just one class.
Protege. ♠ The instance is imported as instance of just one class.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive instances of multiple classes from WebODE as the
latter cannot model them.

C.2.8 Instances and object properties
Interchange of instances related through object properties [In51-57]
When Protégé imports instances of classes related through defined object properties, it
creates the instances and the properties correctly, even if the instances subject and object
are instances of the same class, an instance has the same property with several other
instances (either as subject or object), the instance is both the subject and object of the
property, or the instance has the same property with several values.
Corese. ♠ When importing from Corese, Protégé crashes not importing anything as the
files have a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
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KAON. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
Protege. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
WebODE. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
Interchange of instances related through undefined object properties [In49-50]
When Protégé finds an object property in an instance (an instance-property-object triple),
and this property is not defined, it does not consider the property to belong to the domain
class. Therefore, it creates the slot without domain and with a range of Any, and the
property in the instance is lost.
Corese. ♠ The object properties between the instances are not created. The object property is created without domain and with a range of Any.
When importing from Corese in ([Corese:In49]), Protégé crashes not importing
anything as the file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. Protégé cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties
from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. Protégé cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties
from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

C.2.9 Instances and datatype properties
Interchange of instances with by datatype properties [In59-62]
When Protégé imports instances of classes related through defined datatype properties,
it creates the instances and the properties correctly, even if the instance has the same
property with several values.
Corese. ♠ When importing from Corese, Protégé crashes not importing anything as the
file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly, even if an
instance has the same property with several values.
Protégé cannot receive instances related through datatype properties with a XML
Schema datatype as range from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
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Protege. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly, even if an
instance has the same property with several values.
Protégé cannot receive instances related through datatype properties with a XML
Schema datatype as range from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly, even if an
instance has the same property with several values.
Protégé inserts xsd:string as a class. The values of property are not created.
Interchange of instances related through undefined datatype properties [In58]
When Protégé finds a datatype property in an instance (an instance-property-object triple),
and this property is not defined, it does not consider the property to belong to the domain
class. Therefore, it creates the slot without domain and with a range of Any, and the
property in the instance is lost.
Corese. ♠ When importing from Corese, Protégé crashes not importing anything as the
file has a rdf:datatype attribute in the property.
KAON. Protégé cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties
from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. Protégé cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties
from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

C.2.10 URI character restrictions
Interchange of concepts and properties whose names start with a character that is
not a letter or ’ ’ [In63]
Protégé receives correctly concepts and properties whose names start with a character that
is not a letter or ’ ’.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Protege. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The illegal character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
WebODE. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
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Interchange of concepts and properties with spaces in their names [In64]
When Protégé receives concepts and properties with spaces in their names, the names of
the concepts and properties are changed. The spaces are replaced with a ’ ’.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The space character is
replaced with a’ ’.
Protege. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The space character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
WebODE. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The space character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
Interchange of concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their names
(’;’, ’/’, ’?’, ’:’, ’@’, ’&’, ’=’, ’+’, ’$’, ’,’) [In65]
When Protégé receives concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their
names, the names of the concepts and properties are created correctly.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The reserved character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
Protege. ♠The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The reserved character
is replaced with a ’ ’ .
WebODE. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Interchange of concepts and properties with XML delimiter characters in their names
(’<’, ’>’, ’#’, ’%’, ’”’ )[In66]
When Protégé receives concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their
names, the names of the concepts and properties are changed.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. ♠The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The delimiter character
is encoded.
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Protege. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The delimiter character is replaced with a ’ ’. This causes ’concept<1’ and ’concept>1’ to be considered the same, that is, ’concept 1’.
WebODE. Protégé cannot receive concepts and properties with XML delimiter characters in their names from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

C.3 WebODE results
by RAÚL GARCÍA-CASTRO
This section includes a detailed analysis of the results of evaluating the RDF(S) interoperability capabilities of WebODE according to the different groups of benchmarks that
have been carried out.

C.3.1 Classes
Interchange of classes [In01-02]
WebODE receives correctly classes from the other tools. If the class has a rdfs:label
property ([Protégé:In01-02], [WebODE:In01-02]), it inserts ”rdfs:label -> class name”
in the description of the class.
Corese. Classes are created correctly.
KAON. Classes are created correctly.
Protege. Classes are created correctly.
”rdfs:label -> class name” is inserted in the description of the class.
rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term and the classes are created as subclass
of rdfs:Resource, as Protégé exports classes as subclass of rdfs:Resource.
WebODE. Classes are created correctly.
”rdfs:label -> class name” is inserted in the description of the class.

C.3.2 Metaclasses
Interchange of metaclasses [In03-07]
WebODE cannot model metaclasses. Therefore, when receiving metaclasses from other
tools it imports the metaclasses as classes and loses the rdf:type properties between classes.
If a metaclass is not defined as a class in the exported file ([Corese:In04], [Protégé:In0656
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07]), the metaclass is not imported. If the class is not defined as a class in the exported
file ([Protégé:In03-05]), the class is imported as an instance.
Corese. ♠ The metaclasses are created as classes and the rdf:type properties between the
classes are lost.
If one class is instance of several metaclasses ([Corese:In04]) the metaclasses are
not created, as the metaclasses are not defined as classes in the exported file.
KAON. The metaclasses are created as classes and the rdf:type properties between the
classes are lost.
Protege. ♠ The metaclasses are created as classes and the rdf:type properties between
the classes are lost.
Classes are created as instances, as they are not defined as classes in the exported
file.
rdfs:Class is created as an imported term and the classes are created as subclass of
rdfs:Class, as Protégé exports metaclasses as subclass of rdfs:Class.
rdfs:subClassOf is created as an imported term.
If there is a cycle of rdf:type properties between classes ([Protégé:In06-07]) the
metaclasses are not created, as they are not defined as classes in the exported file.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive metaclasses from WebODE as the latter cannot model
them.

C.3.3 Class hierarchies
Interchange of class hierarchies [In08-10]
WebODE receives correctly class hierarchies from other tools. If the object of a rdfs:subClassOf
property is not defined as a class in the file ([Corese:In09-10]), the class is not imported
and consequently neither the rdfs:subClassOf property.
Corese. ♠ Linear class hierarchies are created correctly ([Corese:In08]).
If class hierarchies are non-linear ([Corese:In09-10]) the parent classes and the
subclass properties are not created, as the object of the rdfs:subClassOf properties
is not defined as a class in the file.
KAON. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
Protege. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
WebODE. Class hierarchies are created correctly.
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Interchange of class hierarchies with cycles [In11-12]
WebODE cannot model cycles in class hierarchies. When WebODE finds a cycle in a
class hierarchy, it creates a class and an imported term with the same name as the object
of the rdfs:subClassOf property that causes the cycle and creates the subclass with the
imported term.
Corese. ♠ If class hierarchies form cycles, for each subclass property that causes the
cycle a class and an imported term are created with the same name as the parent
class, and the subclass is created with the imported term as parent.
KAON. WebODE cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from KAON as the latter
cannot model them.
Protege. WebODE cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from Protégé as the latter
cannot model them.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive cycles in class hierarchies from WebODE as the
latter cannot model them.

C.3.4 Classes related through object or datatype properties
Interchange of classes with object properties [In13-16]
WebODE cannot model classes related through user defined object properties. When
WebODE imports two classes related through an object property whose domain and range
are some metaclass of the classes, it does not import the property.
Corese. The object properties are not created.
KAON. WebODE cannot receive classes related through object properties from KAON
as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. WebODE cannot receive classes related through object properties from Protégé
as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive classes related through object properties from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of classes with datatype properties [In17-18]
WebODE cannot model classes related through user defined datatype properties. When
WebODE imports a class with a datatype property whose domain is some metaclass of
the class, it does not import the property.
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Corese. The datatype properties are not created.
KAON. WebODE cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from KAON
as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. WebODE cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from Protégé
as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive classes related through datatype properties from
WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

C.3.5 Datatype properties
Interchange of datatype properties without domain and without range [In19-20]
WebODE cannot model datatype properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports a datatype property without domain and without range, it
creates rdfs:Resource as an imported term and creates the datatype property as an object
property with a domain and range of rdfs:Resource.
Corese. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The datatype property is created with a domain of rdfs:Resource and a range of
xsd:string. Is this a mistake when modelling the benchmark?
KAON. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The datatype property is created with a domain of rdfs:Resource and a range of
String. Is this a mistake when modelling the benchmark?
Protege. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The datatype property is created as an object property with a domain and range of
rdfs:Resource.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive datatype properties without domain and without
range from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties with domain and without range [In22-24]
WebODE cannot model datatype properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports a datatype property with domain and without range, it creates
rdfs:Resource as an imported term and creates the datatype property as an object property
with a range of rdfs:Resource.
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Corese. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The datatype property is created as an object property with a range of rdfs:Resource.
KAON. ♠ The datatype property is created with a range of String. Is this a mistake when
modelling the benchmark?
Protege. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The datatype property is created as an object property with a range of rdfs:Resource.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive datatype properties with domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties without domain and with range [In25-26]
WebODE cannot model datatype properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports a datatype property without domain and with range, it creates
rdfs:Resource as an imported term and creates the datatype property with a domain of
rdfs:Resource.
Corese. ♠Nothing is created, as WebODE crashes when receiving from Corese the String
range defined in the file as a datatype without namespace.
KAON. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The datatype property is created with a domain of rdfs:Resource.
Protege. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The datatype property is created with a domain of rdfs:Resource.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive datatype properties with domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties with undefined resources as domain [In21]
When WebODE imports a datatype property that has as domain a resource that is not
defined, it creates the undefined resource as a class and creates the datatype property with
a domain of the class.
Corese. The undefined resource is created as a class.
The datatype property is created with domain the class and range xsd:string.
KAON. WebODE cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain
from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
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Protege. WebODE cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive datatype properties with undefined resources as domain from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties with multiple domains [In23,28,30]
When WebODE imports a datatype property that has multiple domains, it creates an
anonymous concept as the domain of the datatype property and as subclass of one of
the domain classes.
Corese. ♠ An anonymous concept is created as subclass of one of the domain classes.
The datatype property is created with the anonymous concept as domain.
KAON. ♠ An anonymous concept is created as subclass of one of the domain classes.
The datatype property is created with the anonymous concept as domain.
Protege. ♠ An anonymous concept is created as subclass of one of the domain classes.
The datatype property is created with the anonymous concept as domain.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive datatype properties with multiple domains from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of datatype properties whose range is String [In25-28]
When WebODE imports datatype properties whose range is String, it creates the datatype
property with a range of WebODE’s String datatype.
Corese. ♠Nothing is created, as WebODE crashes when receiving from Corese the String
range defined in the file as a datatype without namespace.
KAON. xsd:string is created as an imported term.
string is created as an imported term.
The datatype property is created as both an object property and a datatype property
with a range of xsd:string, as the range is defined as a class in the file.
Protege. The datatype property is created correctly.
WebODE. The datatype property is created correctly.
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Interchange of datatype properties with XML Schema datatype as range [In29-30]
WebODE imports correctly a datatype property that has an XML Schema datatype as
range.
Corese. The datatype property with XML Schema datatype as range is created correctly.
KAON. ♠ The XML Schema datatype is created as an imported term.
string and integer are created as imported terms.
The datatype property is created as both an object property and a datatype property
with a range of the XML Schema datatype, as the range is defined as a class in the
file.
The KAON exported ontology in ([KAON:In30]) models a datatype property with
only one domain instead of a datatype property with multiple domains. Is this a
mistake when modelling the benchmark?
Protege. WebODE cannot receive datatype properties with XML Schema datatype as
range from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. The datatype property with XML Schema datatype as range is created correctly.

C.3.6 Object properties
Interchange of object properties without domain and without range [In31-32]
WebODE cannot model object properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports an object property without domain and without range, it
creates rdfs:Resource as an imported term and creates the object property with a domain
and range of rdfs:Resource.
Corese. ♠ rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with a domain of rdfs:Resource and a range of a
class. Is this a mistake when modelling the benchmark?
KAON. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with a domain and range of rdfs:Resource.
Protege. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with a domain and range of rdfs:Resource.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive object properties without domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of object properties with domain and without range [In34-36]
WebODE cannot model object properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports an object property with domain and without range, it creates rdfs:Resource as an imported term and creates the object property with a range of
rdfs:Resource.
Corese. ♠ rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with a range of rdfs:Resource.
When importing from Corese in ([Corese:In36]), WebODE creates the object properties with a concept as range. Is this a mistake when modelling the benchmark?
KAON. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with a range of rdfs:Resource.
Protege. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term. The object property is created
with a range of rdfs:Resource.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive object properties with domain and without range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties without domain and with range [In37-39]
WebODE cannot model object properties without domain or range.
When WebODE imports a object property without domain and with range, it creates rdfs:Resource as an imported term and creates the object property with a domain of
rdfs:Resource.
Corese. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with a domain of rdfs:Resource.
KAON. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with a domain of rdfs:Resource.
Protege. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with a domain of rdfs:Resource.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive object properties without domain and with range
from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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Interchange of object properties with undefined resources as domain or range [In33]
When WebODE imports an object property that has as domain (or range) a resource that
is not defined, it creates the undefined resource as a class and creates the object property
with a domain (or range) of the class.
Corese. The undefined resource is created as a class.
The object property is created with domain (or range) the class.
KAON. WebODE cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain
or range from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. WebODE cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain
or range from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive object properties with undefined resources as domain or range from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with multiple domains [In35,42-43]
When WebODE imports an object property that has multiple domains, it creates an anonymous concept as the domain of the object property and as subclass of one of the domain
classes.
Corese. ♠ An anonymous concept is created as subclass of one of the domain classes.
The object property is created with the anonymous concept as domain.
KAON. ♠ An anonymous concept is created as subclass of one of the domain classes.
The object property is created with the anonymous concept as domain.
Protege. ♠ An anonymous concept is created as subclass of one of the domain classes.
The object property is created with the anonymous concept as domain.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive object properties with multiple domains from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with multiple ranges [In38,41,43]
When WebODE imports an object property that has multiple ranges, it creates an anonymous concept as the range of the object property and as subclass of one of the range
classes.
Corese. ♠ An anonymous concept is created as subclass of one of the range classes.
The object property is created with the anonymous concept as range.
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KAON. ♠ An anonymous concept is created as subclass of one of the range classes.
The object property is created with the anonymous concept as range.
Protege. rdfs:Resource is created as an imported term.
The object property is created with rdfs:Resource as range.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive object properties with multiple ranges from WebODE
as the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of object properties with a domain and a range [In40,44]
When WebODE imports an object property with a domain a class and a range another
class, it creates the object property correctly, even if the domain and range classes are the
same.
Corese. The object property is created correctly.
KAON. The object property is created correctly.
Protege. The object property is created correctly.
WebODE. The object property is created correctly.

C.3.7 Instances
Interchange of instances [In46,48]
When WebODE imports an instance of a class, it creates the instance correctly. If the instance has a rdfs:label property ([Protégé:In46,48],[WebODE:In46,48]), it inserts ”rdfs:label
-> instance name” in the description of the instance.
Corese. The instance is created correctly.
KAON. The instance is created correctly.
Protege. The instance is created correctly.
”rdfs:label -> instance name” is inserted in the description of the instance.
WebODE. The instance is created correctly.
”rdfs:label -> instance name” is inserted in the description of the instance.
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Interchange of instances of undefined resources [In45]
When WebODE imports an instance of a resource that is not defined, it does not import
the instance.
Corese. The instance and the undefined resource are not created.
KAON. WebODE cannot receive instances of undefined resources from KAON as the
latter cannot model them.
Protege. WebODE cannot receive instances of undefined resources from Protégé as the
latter cannot model them.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive instances of undefined resources from WebODE as
the latter cannot model them.
Interchange of instances of multiple classes [In47]
WebODE does not support instances of multiple classes.
When WebODE imports an instance of multiple classes, it imports the instance as
instance of just one class.
Corese. The instance is imported as instance of just one class.
KAON. The instance is imported as instance of just one class.
Protege. The instance is imported as instance of just one class.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive instances of multiple classes from WebODE as the
latter cannot model them.

C.3.8 Instances and object properties
Interchange of instances related through object properties [In51-57]
When WebODE imports instances of classes related through defined object properties, it
creates the instances and the properties correctly, even if the instances subject and object
are instances of the same class, an instance has the same property with several other
instances (either as subject or object), or the instance is both the subject and object of the
property.
Corese. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
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KAON. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
Protege. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
WebODE. The instances and the object properties are created correctly.
Interchange of instances related through undefined object properties [In49-50]
When WebODE imports instances related through undefined object properties, it does not
import the object properties between the instances.
Corese. The object properties are not created.
KAON. WebODE cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties
from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. WebODE cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties
from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive instances related through undefined object properties from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

C.3.9 Instances and datatype properties
Interchange of instances related through datatype properties [In59-62]
When WebODE imports instances of classes related through defined datatype properties,
it creates the instances, the properties and the values correctly, even if an instance has the
same property with several values or the datatype has an XML Schema datatype as range.
Corese. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly, even if an
instance has the same property with several values or the datatype has an XML
Schema datatype as range.
KAON. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly, even if an
instance has the same property with several values.
WebODE cannot receive instances related through datatype properties with a XML
Schema datatype as range from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly, even if an
instance has the same property with several values.
WebODE cannot receive instances related through datatype properties with a XML
Schema datatype as range from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
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WebODE. The instances, the properties and the values are created correctly, even if an
instance has the same property with several values or the datatype has an XML
Schema datatype as range.

Interchange of instances related through undefined datatype properties [In58]
When WebODE imports instances related through undefined datatype properties, it does
not import the datatype properties between the instances.
Corese. ♠ The datatype properties are not created.
The instance is not created as the class is undefined in the exported file. Is this a
mistake when modelling the benchmark?
KAON. WebODE cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties
from KAON as the latter cannot model them.
Protege. WebODE cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties from Protégé as the latter cannot model them.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive instances related through undefined datatype properties from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.

C.3.10 URI character restrictions
Interchange of concepts and properties whose names start with a character that is
not a letter or ’ ’ [In63]
WebODE receives correctly concepts and properties whose names start with a character
that is not a letter or ’ ’.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Protege. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The illegal character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
WebODE. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
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Interchange of concepts and properties with spaces in their names [In64]
When WebODE receives concepts and properties with spaces in their names, the names
of the concepts and properties are changed. The spaces are replaced with a ’ ’.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The space character is
replaced with a ’ ’.
Protege. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The space character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
WebODE. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The space character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
Interchange of concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their names
(’;’, ’/’, ’?’, ’:’, ’@’, ’&’, ’=’, ’+’, ’$’, ’,’) [In65]
When WebODE receives concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their
names, the names of the concepts and properties are created correctly.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The reserved character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
Protege. ♠The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The reserved character
is replaced with a ’ ’.
WebODE. The concepts and properties are created correctly.
Interchange of concepts and properties with XML delimiter characters in their names
(’<’, ’>’, ’#’, ’%’, ’”’ ) [In66]
When WebODE receives concepts and properties with URI reserved characters in their
names, the names of the concepts and properties are changed.
Corese. There are no results for Corese.
KAON. ♠The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The delimiter character
is encoded.
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Protege. ♠ The names of the concepts and properties are changed. The delimiter character is replaced with a ’ ’. This causes ’concept<1’ and ’concept>1’ to be considered the same, that is, ’concept 1’.
WebODE. WebODE cannot receive concepts and properties with XML delimiter characters in their names from WebODE as the latter cannot model them.
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